
The following letter was
written by David Danciger
of Tybar Ranch, Carbonda
Colo., in response to the
article, “Breeding Fire
and Ice" by Darrh Bullock of the University of Kentucky.
This article was published on pages 194-196 of the
November 1994 Angus Journal.

The article, �Breeding Fire & Ice,� is a revelation to the
many breeders skeptical of the value of  EPDs. I, for one, want to
thank all those responsible for the article being in the  Angus
Journal.

Thank you Darrh Bullock and American Angus Association
for straightening me out on a very important subject. I had long
been under the impression that breeding one of those fantastic
AI sires with beautiful EPDs to a poorly EPD endowed cow
would produce an animal whose offspring's EPDs would wander

literally from �fire to ice,� or from EPDs like those of the sire to
those of the dam.

Well, as it happened, I had been ignoring my mistaken con-
ception. I felt I had no choice but to make every attempt to im-
prove the EPDs to which my cows had unknowingly laid claim,
even though the calf might not breed �true.� I figured eventually
my cows� EPDs would gradually become similar enough to their
male mates that the desired dependability and predictability
would become a reality.

It�s simply great to know that the sire and the dam do not
have to share virtually the same EPDs to produce �true breed-
ing" progeny. Now that I have learned the truth of the matter, I
can continue to provide every EPD deprived cow with a sire who
is heavily endowed with the kind of EPDs she has been dream-
ing of Every self-respecting cow wants a great calf, regardless of
her own genetic makeup.

I hope all cattle breeders will take the time to read the com-
plete article.

David Danciger
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If you�d like to respond to the topic above, or would like to address
another, please contact the Angus Journal editorial office at 1-800 821-
5478 or    fax (816) 233-6575.
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